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February 2008
Preface

On February 28, 2006, the Robert W. Woodruff Library and the Library Advisory Council hosted an exhibit and reception to celebrate the scholarly publications of Atlanta University Center faculty. As a complement to that event, the Robert W. Woodruff Library developed the publication, *Atlanta University Center Faculty Publications: A Brief Bibliography*, which highlights selected scholarly and research contributions of the Atlanta University Center faculty. The bibliography illustrates the richness of faculty contributions within each institution and across the Atlanta University Center community. The celebration has become an annual event and this compilation represents the next phase of a living document which is updated as new contributions emerge. Readers are invited to visit the Digital Commons@Robert W. Woodruff Library on Library’s website for future reference and use.
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Interdenominational Theological Center
Selected Faculty Publications


“Gas Prices and the War.” Emphasis, September – October 2006, 6, 66.


“God Never Breaks a Promise!” Insights, October 2006, 16-17.


“Have We American Christians Become So Virtuous and Holy as to Be of No Earthly Use?” Insights, July 2007, 10-11.

“How Jesus’ Silence and Style Get the Church ‘Out of the Box.’” Insights, January 2006, 4-5.

“Is This the Church’s Business?” Emphasis, May-June, 2006, 6, 58.

“It’s Good Jesus Is Gone, Because Right Now He’s Present.” Insights, April 2005, 4-5.


“Mark Ellingsen Responds.” Emphasis, March-April, 2005, 6, 64.


“Money Talks and the Poor Are Silenced.” Emphasis, November-December 2007, 6, 82.


“Take Away the ‘Social’ and There Ain’t Much Security Left.” *Emphasis*, May-June, 2005, 6, 64.


“A War with Only Lower-class Pain, So That the American Upper-class Can Gain.” *Emphasis*, January-February, 2006, 6, 64.

“We Still Need Affirmative Action [As Long as There’s Sin].” *Emphasis*, May-June 2007, 7, 65.

“What Christians Can Do to Help Our Schools.” *Emphasis*, September-October 2007, 6, 64.

“What Kind of Life Are We Trying to Protect?” *Emphasis*, September-October 2005, 6, 64-65.
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Spelman College
Selected Faculty Publications
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Robert W. Woodruff Library
Selected Staff Publications


